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Abstract
Trace gases measuredby the Atmospheric Trace Molecule Spectroscopy (ATMOS) instrument during the Mar/Apr 1992 (AT-l), Apr 1993 (AT-2), and Nov 1994 (AT-3) space-shuttle missions have
been mapped into equivalent latitude/potential temperature (EqL/B) coordinates. The asymmetry
of the spring vortices results in coverage of subtropical to polar EqLs. EqL/B fields of long-lived
tracers in spring in both hemispheres show the net effect of strong descent at high EqL in the upper stratosphere with decreasing descent at lower altitudes throughout the winter, and evidenceof
greater descent at the edge of the lower stratospheric vortex thanin the vortex center; these results
are consistent with trajectory calculations examining the historyof the air measured by ATMOS in
the month prior to each mission.EqL/B tracer fields and parcel histories indicate regions of strong
mixing in the 1994 southern hemisphere (SH) spring
vortex above 500 K, with the strongest mixing
confined to the vortex edge region between 500 and 700 K, and mixing throughout the northern
hemisphere (NH) spring vortexin 1993 below about 850 K. Parcel histories indicate mixingof extravortex airwith air near the vortexedge below 500 K in the SH,but not with air in the vortex core;
they show extravortex air mixing well into the vortex above -450K in the NH, and into the vortex
edge region below. The effects of denitrification, dehydration, and ozone depletion are apparent
in EqL/B HN03, H20, and 0 3 in the SH lower stratospheric spring vortex, and ozone depletion
is apparent in the NH spring. The morphology of HN03 in the Arctic spring lower stratospheric
vortex is consistent with the effects of descent. Examination
of H20+2CH4 shows that dehydration
in the SH extended up to -600 K and suggests the possibilityof a small amount of dehydration in
the NH vortex below -465 K. EqL/B fields of ATMOSNO,-NO; (NO; is the expectedNO, calculated from a prescribed relationship with
N20 for fall) show decreases consistent with the effects
of
mixing throughout theNH lower stratospheric vortex and along the vortex edge and aboveK600
in
the SH. The HN03field, and the consistency of NO,-NO; with mixing, indicates that there
was not
significant denitrification during the 1992-93 NH winter. Differencesin EqL/B tracer fields during
fall between the missions reflect the fact that each succeeding mission took place approximately
2 weeks later in the season; there was greater average descent of the air in the developing vortex
during each succeeding mission, consistent with larger downward excursions of long-lived tracer
contours in the upper stratosphere at highEqL. Trajectory calculations indicate greater isolationof
proto-vortex airin later missions. Air originatingin the tropicsin the month preceding theAT- 1 and
AT-3 missions was sampledin the proto-vortex edge region; during
AT-2 the proto-vortexwas more
quiescent and no tropical air was sampled.
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1. Introduction
Thespaceshuttle-borneAtmosphericTraceMolecule
Spectroscopy (ATMOS) instrument
is a high resolution Fourier transform infrared spectrometer that operates
in solar oc‘Jet Propulsion LaboratoryKalifornia Institute of Technology, Pasadena,
California.
’Atmospheric and Environmental Research, Inc, San Ramon, California.
3Lockheed Martin Advanced Technology Center, Palo Alto, California.
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cultation mode and simultaneously measures vertical profiles of approximately 30 species. During the three Atmospheric Laboratory for Applications and Science (ATLAS)
missions in MarcWApril 1992 (AT-l), April1993 (AT-2),
and November 1994 (AT-3) ATMOS observed middle and
low latitudes during two austral (AT-I and AT-2) and one
boreal (AT-3) autumn, and high latitudes in and around the
decaying polar vortex in one austral (AT-3) and one boreal
(AT-2) spring, as well as the tropics during AT-1 and AT-3
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[Gunson et al., 19961.
et al. [1996a, b, 19991, while showing the dramatic changes
demarking the vortex boundary, do not give a clear picture
Several studies have explored vortex versus extravortex
of the relative position of observations away from the vorconditions in spring using AT-2 and/or AT-3 ATMOS suntex edge, and even blur thevortex boundary to some extent,
risedata.Although
bothAT-2 and AT-3 sunriseobservasince the positionof the vortex changes during the missions.
tions were taken in a narrow latitude band at high latitudes,
since the polar vortex is strongly distorted and air is freA tool that has been commonly used in recent years for
quently drawn up from low latitudes in spring, these obserdiagnosing the effectsof dynamical and chemical processes
vations sample bothvortex and extravortex air[e.g., Manney
in trace gas data is to display them on isentropic (constant
et ai., 1996bI. This is apparent in cross-sections as a funcpotential temperature, 0 ) surfaces (along which air moves in
tion of longitude and potential temperature of ATMOS obabsence of diabatic effects) asa function of potential vorticservations shown by Abrarns et al. [ 1996a, c] and Rinsland
ity (PV) [e.g., Schoeberl et al., 1989, 1992; Manrzey et al.,
et al. [ 1996a, b, 19991. Abrams et ul. [ 1996a, c] used long1994b]orequivalentlatitude(thelatitude
that would enlived tracer observations inside and outside the Antarctic and
close the same area as the corresponding PV contour) [e.g.,
Arctic polar vortices to quantitatively estimate net descent
Butchart and Remsberg, 1986; Schoeberl et al., 1995; Lag)
over the winter. Rinsland et al. [1995, 1996a, 19991 comet al., 1995; Manneyet al., 1997; Morrey and Harwood,
pared vortex and extravortex ATMOS observations to study
1998; Randel et al., 19981. As well as showing trace gas
chlorine species, denitrification, and dehydration
in the polar
distributions with respect to the underlying meteorological
vortices.
conditions, such fields are frequently useful for model initialization [e.g., Lary et al., 1995;Manney etal., 19981.
Miclzelsen et al. [1998a] used N 2 0 and CH4 data from
the three ATLAS missions to show that there existed tight
In thefollowing, we present an overview of ATMOS
but distinct correlations between the two tracersin the tropobservations from the three ATLAS missions mapped into
ics, the springtime vortex, and the extravortex/extra-tropics
equivalent latitude (EqL)/B space. We focus on long-lived
regions. The existence
of distinct compact correlation curves tracers(e.g., N20 and CH4) whosedistributionsprovide
canbeuseful
in diagnosingmixingbetweenairmasses
information on transportandmixingprocesses;distribuacross “transport barriers” (such as the polar vortex) when
tions of other species (e.g., 0 3 and HN03) that have good
those curves are nonlinearin the region between the two air
“condition-space” coverage, and derived quantities that are
masses of interest [Waughet al., 19971. Michelsenet a/.
useful in diagnosing mixing and/or chemical processes, are
also shown. To aid in interpretation of these results, we also
[ 1998bl used correlations of N20 with NO, and 0 3 and estimates of mixing from N 2 0 and CH4 to quantitatively esshow air parcel histories obtained by running a large numtimate denitrification and chemical ozone loss in the Arctic
ber of back trajectory calculations from the locations of the
and Antarctic spring vortices.
ATMOS observations. The results presented here provide information on the details and spatial effects of transport and
It has also been shown that, although the
fall measuremixing processes and the interplay between those processes
ments from the ATLAS missions only extended up to about
and polar vortex chemistry in the lower stratosphere. They
50” latitude [Gunson et al., 19961, thedevelopingpolar
also provide a meteorologically-based context for comparvortex (the “proto-vortex”) was sufficiently asymmetric and
ison of the springtime Arctic and Antarctic vortices and of
variable [e.g., Manneyet al., 1996bl that air from within
vortex development in fall.
it was sampled, and tracer correlations for this air are distinct from those for midlatitude air
[Michelsen etul., 1998bl.
Michelsen et al. [ 1998b] also provided polynomial fits to the
2. Meteorological Conditions During the
ATMOS correlations of CH4, NO,, and 0 3 with N20, for the ATLAS Missions
various regions studied; the departureof the data from these
The ATMOS data cover 25 Mar-2 Apr 1992 (AT-I), 8relationships is useful in diagnosing regions where mixing
16Apr 1993 (AT-2), and 3-12Nov 1994 (AT-3). Table 1
and/or chemical processes are important.
summarizes the spatial coverage of the Version 2 data used
Althoughit hasbeendemonstratedthat
ATMOS data
here; the coverage is shown in more detail by Gunson et al.
from the ATLAS missions sampled a variety of conditions
despite limited spatial and temporal coverage, the full extent [1996]. AT-3 and AT-2 sunrise observations were made at
high latitudes in the southern hemisphere (SH) and northern
of the coverage of meteorological conditions was not realhemisphere
(NH) spring, respectively;
AT- 1 sunrise observaized in previous studies, since the observations were grouped
tions
were
in
the
tropics.
Sunset
observations
from all three
in a few relatively broad categories (e.g., vortex and extramissions
were
in
the
fall
when
the
polar
vortex
was developvortex,or tropicsandmidlatitudes).Longitudinalcrossing,
in
the
NH
during
AT-3
and
in
the
SH
during
AT-2 and
sections shown by Abrums et al. [1996a, c] and Rinsland
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Table 1. ATMOS Coverage during theATLAS Missions
mission
(dates)
AT-3
(3-12 NOV 1994)
AT-2
(8-16 Apr 1993)
AT- 1
(25 Mar-2 Apr 1992)

sunrise/
sunset

SR

ss

SR

ss

SR

ss

seasonal
conditions
spring
fall
spring
fall
tropics
fall

latitude
coverage

number of
profiles

72.4OS-64.5"S
3.4ON-49.2"N
63.5"N-69.1°N
wuniform
5O.2"S-27.O0S
28.2"S-30.5"N sparse
55.5"S-21.9"S

AT- 1.
Meteorological data(temperature,geopotential height, horizontal wind) from the UK Meteorological Office (UKMO)
troposphere-stratosphere data assimilation system
[Swinbank
and O'Neill, 19941 were used to calculate PV and "scaled
PV" and analyzed to provide a meteorological context for
the ATMOS observations.Scaled PV (sPV) is in "vorticity units" [Dunkerton and Delisi, 19861, as described by
Manney et al. [ 1994~1. The UKMO data are provided on
the Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS) standard
pressurelevels(6levelsperdecade
in pressureor about
2.5 km vertical spacing) extending upto 0.3 16 hPa( ~ 2 3 0 0 2500 K), but are not considered as reliable in the top few
levels. Reliable and complete PV fields can thus be calculated up to about 2000 K. PV and sPV calculated from the
UKMO data were interpolated (bilinearly in the horizontal
and linearly in log(pressure) in the vertical) to the ATMOS
observation locations and are provided with the
Version 2
ATMOS data; this sPV will be used in Section 4 to grid the
ATMOS data in EqL/B space.
Plate I summarizes the meteorological conditions in the
springhemisphereduring AT-3 and AT-2, showing lsPVl
maps with temperature contours overlaid at representative
levels in the middle and lower stratosphere, averaged over
eight days during the AT-3 and AT-2 missions. The latitude
bounds of the ATMOS observations are also indicated. The
longitudinal positionof the vortex remained sufficiently constant during each mission that these maps give
a representative picture(Manney et al. [ 1996bl showed this for
AT-3), although the extremaof PV values sampled are smoothed out.
The vortex is demarked by a region of strong sPV gradients
that occurs at different lsPVI values for varying dynamical
situations. Comparison of the steepness of the sPV gradients between Plates l a and b, or Plates IC and d, gives an
indication of the relative strengthof the Antarctic and Arctic
vortices at the levels shown.The Antarcticvortex is stronger

81
96
61
34
45
39

longitude
distribution
-uniform
-uniform

--

sparse 60" to 180"E
to
-60"
none -180" to -1lO"E
N

80"E

throughout the winter than the Arctic vortex; it also breaks
down later, especially in the lower stratosphere [e.g., Manney et al., 1994c, and references therein]. Thus, the vortex
was larger and stronger at both levels duringAT-3 than during AT-2, although AT-3 was about two weeks later in the
spring than AT-2.
The polar vortex in the SH typically breaks down starting at the top, andthe erosion is relatively gradual; although
tongues of material are drawn off of the vortex, they are not
generally so large that an individual tongue representsa substantial portion of the vortex [e.g., Manney et al., 1994~1. As
these tongues are drawn out, airis also drawn in around the
vortex edge from low latitudes, with /sPVI ~ 0 . X6 lo-' s"
(subtropicalvalues)observed at thelatitudessampled by
ATMOS. Plate l a shows that during AT-3 there was still a
relatively strong (although weaker and smaller than in midwinter) vortex in the SH middle stratosphere; Manney et al.
[ 1996b] andAbranzs et al. [ 1996al showed that well-defined
vortex remnants were presentat levels up to 1300 K during
this mission.
As seen in Plate Ib, thesituation in theArcticmiddle
stratosphere is morecomplicated.TheArctic
vortexwas
in the midst of breaking down in a more rapid and dramatic manner than in the SH. At the beginning of AT-2, a
huge tongue of vortex air had been drawn out, representing a significantfraction of the vortex area. As the mission progressed, this tongueof vortex air was drawn further
out, and, starting about 13 Apr 1993, wrapped back upon
itself around the anticyclone over the pole, so that a crosssection of the hemisphere from 90" to 270"E over the pole
would have sampled vortex air in three places: in the main
vortex remnant along 90"E at -60-80°N, in the tail of the
drawn-out tongue over the pole, and in the main part of the
tongue along 270"E at -30-50"N. Low-PV air was drawn
up between the vortex and the tongue into the anticyclone
and coiled up with the tongue of vortex air. Thus, on indiN
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vidual days, ATMOS could have sampled vortex air in two
or three separate places, as well as midlatitude air (sPV ,<
0.9 x
s-l). Theaverage in Plate 1bshowsabroader
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Plate 1. Maps of the absolute value of scaled potential vorticity (lsPVl) on the 840 K (a and b) and 465 K (c and d)
isentropic (potential temperature,0) surfaces, averaged over
4-1 I Nov 1994 during AT-3 (a and c), and 8-15 Apr 1993
during AT-2 (b and d), in the spring hemisphere (southern
hemisphere (SH) for AT-3, northern hemisphere (NH) for
AT-2). AbsolutevalueisshownsincesPVdecreases(to
higher negative values) toward the pole in the SH. Overlaid
in black are temperature contoursof 230,240, and 250 K at
840 K (a andb) and 205,210, and 215 K at 465 K (c and d).
The thick white circles show the boundsof the latitude coverage duringthe AT-3 (a andc) andAT-2 (b and d)missions.
The map projectionis orthographic, with 0" longitude atthe
bottom in the NH maps and at the top in the SH maps, and
90"E to the right. The domain is from equator to pole,with
thin dashed lines at30" and 60" latitude.

tongue and higher sPV values between the main vortex and
the tonguethan on the individual
days, as the shape and position of the tongue changedsignificantly during the mission.
This tongue extended from -700-1 100
K. Above that level,
the polar vortex had already dissipated. The large tongueof
vortex air resulted in a temporary increase in the area enclosed by the moderately high sPV contours inside the vortex edge, while the area enclosed by the highest sPV contours in the vortex core was small andshrank duringAT-2.
Interhemispheric differences in meteorological conditions
in the middlestratosphere were also reflectedin the temperatures. During AT-3, a summer-like temperature pattern was
already present in the middle and upper stratosphere, with
high temperaturescentered over the pole.In contrast, during
AT-2 the Arctic middle stratosphere hadnot completed this
transition, and temperatures at 840K were nearly constant,
with slightly higher temperatures appearinghigh
at latitudes.
In thelowerstratosphere,theSH
vortex during AT-3
was still strong and only slightly smaller than its midwinter dimensions [Munneyet al., 1996bl; the Antarctic lower
stratospheric vortex typically remains intact into December
[Manney et al., 1994~1. In contrast, the NH lower stratospheric vortex during AT-2 was much smaller than in midwinter, but still defined by strong PV gradients. The Arctic
lower stratosphericvortex during the 1992-93winter was the
strongest on record, with maximum PV gradients approaching values typical in Antarctic winter [Manneyet ul., 1994a;
Zurek et al., 19961; Manney et al, [1994a] and Dahlberg
and Bowman [ 19951 showed that this led to substantially
less exchange across the vortex edge than is usual in the
Arctic. Note also that the lower stratospheric vortex (defined by the region of strong PV gradients) was delimited
by higher IsPV( values in the NH than in the SH: lsPVl valuesaround 1 x
s- * were representative of the vortex
edge in the austral lower stratosphere,but represented midlatitude conditionsin the boreal lower stratosphere. This is
consistent with the NH final warming being more advanced,
since the region of strong PV gradients typically shifts to
higher PV values as the vortex erodes [e.g., Manney et al.,
1994a; Waugh and Randel, 19991. In both hemispheres the
lower stratospheric vortices were eroded mainly via small
filaments drawn off the vortex and stretched out into midlatitudes where they eventually mixed down to ambient conditions; Newman et al. [ 19961 and Wuughet al. [ 19971 showed
that some such vortex fragments were still present in May
1993 in the Arctic. Consistent with the colder winter and
later final warming in the SH, minimum high latitude temperatures at 465 K were about 6-8 K lower duringAT-3 than
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during AT-2.
in general transport proto-vortex air to as low latitudes as
thoseseen in AT-2 and AT-3. The situation in thelower
At both representative levels shown in Plate 1, AT-3 and
AT-2 provided good coverageof the vortex, including obser- stratosphere during the three missions was roughly similar
to that at the higher levels, except that the vortex was just
vations in the vortex core. DuringAT-3, air from sufficiently
beginning to develop and thus PV gradients were still much
low latitudes was drawn up around thevortex that AT-3 samweaker than winter values, and, especially during AT-1, did
pled subtropical air. During AT-2, since the ATMOS obsernot yet representa substantial transport barrier.
vations covered a narrower latitude band, and less air was
being drawn in from low latitudes, little subtropical air was
Although the ATMOS observations extended up to only
sampled.
-50" in the fall hemisphere (Table l), thevariabilitydescribed above, and proto-vortex material extruded
to low latIn fall there is less interhemispheric [e.g., Manney and
itudes,
enabled
ATMOS
to
sample
proto-vortex
air
during
Zurek, 19931 and, in both hemispheres, less interannual [e&,
each
mission.
The
sampling
was
better
in
AT-3
than
AT-2 or
O'Neill and Pope, 19901 variability in dynamical processes
AT1,
due
to
the
greater
development
of
the
vortex;
although
than in winter or spring. Meteorological conditions in the
fall hemisphere duringeach of the ATLAS missions are sum- the vortex was more developed during AT-2 than AT- 1, the
marized in Plate 2. The major difference between conditions sampling range was very limited (Plate 2).
during each of the ATLAS missions was the greater develBecause of the variability and asymmetry of the vortex,
opment of the vortex in each succeeding mission as the obthe ATMOS observationstaken in limitedlatitudebands
cover a wide variety of meteorological conditions. By viewservations were taken about two weeks laterin the season in
AT-2 than AT- I , and a further two weeks later in AT-3 than
ing these observations from a vortex-centered perspective,
in AT-2. The fall polar vortices develop from the top down
we can examine how the meteorological conditions shaped
[e.,.., Waugh and Randel, 19991, as is evident in the much
the detailed structure of the trace gas fields measured by
ATMOS using a physically-based context for comparison
greater development of the proto-vortex at 1100 K than at
520 K. Manney et al. [ 1996b1 showed that the proto-vortex
between the missions.
was evident at levels down to -450 K during AT-3; a significant region of strong PV gradients extends only downto
3. Data and Analysis
-500 K during AT-2. As seen in Plate 2f, duringAT- 1 there
3. I . ATMOS Data
was only a very small region of enhanced PV gradients at
520 K. The temperaturesalso reflect the further development
The horizontal coverage of the ATMOS data was sumof the fall vortex during each succeeding mission, especially
marized in Table 1 (Section 2). The ATMOS Version 2 data
at 520 K where the temperatures were dropping rapidly at
cover altitudes ranging from 12to 80 km with a vertical resthis time.
olution of 2-3 km [e.g., Abrams et al., 1996b]. For each ocThe proto-vortices in the middle and upper stratosphere
cultation, the signal-to-noise ratio was enhanced by the use
during AT- 1 and AT-3 were both distorted and shiftedoff the
of one of a set of six optical bandpass filters (numbered1,2,
pole (Plate 2a,c). In contrast, the proto-vortex during AT-2
3, 4, 9, and 12; some filters were not used in all missions).
(Plate 2b) was on average symmetrical and pole-centered.
N 2 0 was measured with all six filters, CH4, 0 3 , and HN03
During all three missions, however, maps for individual days were measured in five filters, H z 0 in four, and other trace
show that the proto-vortex wobbled about, and tongues
of air
gases in three or fewer. Gunsotz et al. [1996]summarize
were drawnoff the vortex edge. DuringAT-3, the vortex was
the altitude coverage, filters used,
and estimated precision
preferentially shifted towards the Greenwich meridian, as is
for each species,in addition to showing the spatial coverage
typically the case later in the Arctic winter when the "Aleuduring each mission.
tian high" has formed [e.g., Juckes and O'Neill, 19881, and
A summary of some critical features of the processing
tongues of air were pulled off near -250"E and drawn out
methodology and discussionof the error budget for theVerto -30"N. During AT-2 the vortex shape and position were
sion 2 ATMOS data are givenby Abrams etal. [ 1996bl. The
more variable (hence the symmetric average), and smaller
experimental uncertainties vary with species, filter, and altongues of material were pulled off the edge at several locatitude. 0 3 , N20, CH4, and HN03 typically have precision
tions on different days. During 12-14 Apr 1993 (AT-2), the
betterthan 5%, Hz0 and NO? typicallybetterthan IO%,
proto-vortex extended towards the dateline, and a tongue of
NO and N205 typically better than 20%, and CION02 and
material drawn off the vortex edge near -150"E was pulled
HNOJ worse than 20%. Data from filter 4 show a large sysout to nearly 30"N. During AT-1, the proto-vortex area was
tematic bias in the Version 2 retrievals below about 25 km;
smaller and, although material can be seen drawn
off the
we do not use filter 4 data below
30 km. Data from filter
edge, these events were smaller, shorter-lived, and did not
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Plate 2. lsPVl maps on the 1100 K (a, b, and c) and 520 K (d, e, and f) isentropic surfaces, averaged over 4-1 1 Nov 1994
during AT-3 (a and c), 8-15 Apr 1993 during AT-2 (b and e), and 25 Mar-1 Apr 1992 during AT-I (c and f) in the fall
hemisphere (NH for AT-3, SH for AT-2 and AT-1). Overlaid in black are temperature contours of 220, 230, and 240 K at
1100 K (a, b and c) and205, 210, and 215 K at 520 K (d, e and f). The thick white circles show the bounds of the latitude
coverage during theAT-3 (a and d, the low latitude circle is along the edge of the plot), AT-2 (b and e), and AT- 1 (c and f)
missions. The layoutis as in Plate 1, except different 8 levels are shown.
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12 are excluded below 20 km because of a systematic bias.
The estimated retrieval uncertainties are used for weighting
in the gridding procedure, as described in Section 3.2.
At the top and bottom altitudes
of the measurement range,
the ATMOS Version 2 data occasionally include some unphysical values that are not accompanied
by large uncertainties. In order to detect and remove the worst of these, the
tops and bottoms of the profiles were checked for unphysically large gradients and negative mixing ratios before gridding, and a few points from some profiles were excluded
on this basis. These "quality-control" criteria were adjusted
so as to exclude most of the values identified as unrealistic,
but to include all values that could be physically-based. The
number of data points excludedis small, typically 0-10for a
given species and mission.

3.2. Equivulent-latitudeA3 Mapping of ATMOS data
To grid the ATMOS observations in PV/B-space, we take
a weighted average of all observations falling within a prescribed distance in PV and logeof the desired gridpoint. As
well as being weighted by distance, the values averaged at
each gridpoint are weighted by the estimated retrieval uncertainty using the same function as for the spatial weighting, with the error half-width and cutoff determined by the
expected precision for each species [Abranzs et al., 1996bl.
A number of combinations of weighting parameters were
tested and compared with simple unweighted averages
of
binneddata. Thegridding isnot particularlysensitive to
theweightingfunction; a Gaussian was used in theplots
shownbelow. The half-width in 0 wasselected so as to
make the vertical spacing approximately 2 km, comparable
to the vertical resolution of the ATMOS data. The selection of half-width for the weighting function in PV is more
problematic, and is based on striking a balance between a
reasonable number of gridpoints in regions where PV gradients are weak (which argues for closer spacing) and not too
many empty gridboxes in regions where there is good data
coverage, but PV gradients are very strong. This is particularly problematic during AT-3, when there were extremely
strong PV gradients around the vortex in the austral lower
stratosphere, and extremely weak PV gradients in the austral upper stratosphere [Manney etal., 1996bl.
The PV half-widths (AsPV) selected are 0.2 x lop4 S K I
for AT-3, and 0.15 x lo-' s-I for AT-1 and AT-2. For N 2 0
(a species that is measuredin all six filters) these values give
-1-40 points in each non-empty grid box for AT-3, -1-30
for AT-2, and -1-20 for AT-1. The gridding routine then
uses all data within two half-widths in PV and 0 of the gridpoint in the average; however, a value is not calculated unless there is at least one observation within one half-width
of the gridpoint. The error weighting allows inclusion of

any data with uncertainty less than 100%.
For derived products combining several species measured
byATMOS (e.g.,NO,), each species is first individually
gridded in PVl0 space, andthen the species are combined after gridding. This method allows combination
of species that
were not measured simultaneously (i.e., in the same filters),
but measured under thesame meteorological conditions, and
thus provides the fullest coverage for the derived products.
For calculations of NO,, profiles of the species used are extrapolated above and below the measurement range as described by [Rinsland et al., 1996a1, except that HNO3 is
not extrapolated at the bottom and NO is not extrapolated
at the top. Thus, NO, is calculated only where ATMOS observed HN03 in the lower stratosphere (where it constitutes
the bulk of NO, ) and where ATMOS observed NO in the
upper stratosphere.
After gridding in PVl0 space, EqL is calculated for each
PV gridpoint value, and the fields are interpolated linearly
to
a uniform EqL grid. The interpolation routine is restricted
from filling across large gaps; thus, the coverage
in the plots
shown below is representative of the actual coverage of the
ATMOS observations.

3.3. Parcel History Calculations
We use back trajectory calculationsto examine the recent
history of air at the locations of the ATMOS observations.
The trajectory code is described by Manney et al. [ 1994~1;it
is in isentropic coordinates and includesa calculation of diabatic descent to obtain vertical velocities in that coordinate
system. The UKMO horizontalwinds are used, and UKMO
temperatures areused in the radiation calculation to estimate
vertical velocities.
The initial parcel positions were determined in a manner
similar to that described by Manney et al. [ 19981. At the location (latitude and longitude) of each ATMOS observation,
a column of parcels was initialized on 100 isentropic surfaces equally spaced in log0 between 380 and 2000 K (this
is the same vertical range for which the EqL/0 space of
plots
ATMOS data are constructed). On each surface, 121 parcels
were initialized in a 1" by 1" box centered at the ATMOS
measurement location, giving 12,100 total parcels for each
ATMOS profile. Back trajectory calculations were run
for
32 days, each started from the time (closest 1/2 hour, the
trajectory time step) of the corresponding ATMOS observation; the parcels positions were saved every four days. These
calculations were designed to be used for several purposes.
For short time periods("4-12 days) they can be used to reconstruct high-resolution tracer profiles, as done by Manney
et al. [ 19981, to examine the originsof details of the profile
structure [Manney etal., in preparation].
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For the approximately month-long duration of the runs,
3.4. Ancillary Data
the positions of individual parcels are, of course, uncertain,
We use data from the UARS CLAES and MLS instrudue to accumulated errors froma number of sources, one of
ments
to produce idealized tracer initialization fields and to
the largest being inaccuracies in the advecting winds [e.g.,
illuminate
certain aspectsof the flow during theATLAS misMorris et al., 19951. However, much useful information can
sions.
During
all three ATLAS missions, the latitude covbe obtained from three-dimensional trajectory calculations
erage
of
the
UARS
observations used here was -80”s to
of this length, provideda reasonably large numberof parcels
30”N.
Both
CLAES
and MLS were fully operational during
are averaged. For example, Manney et al. [ 1997, and referAT-1
and
AT-2;
AT-3
occurred after CLAES had depleted
ences therein] successfully computed vortex-averaged trace
its
cryogen
and
the
radiometer
that measured H 2 0 on MLS
gas values using 30-to 40-day trajectory-based transport calhad
failed.
MLS
did,
however,
measure0 3 , HNO3, and C10
culations. Trajectory calculations of several months’ duraduring
most
(5
through
11
Nov
1994)of AT-3.
tion have frequently been used to examine general features
For model initialization we have constructed a set of ideof air motion [e.g.,Fisher etal., 1993; Manney etal., 1994~1.
alized
tracer fields in EqL/B space from CLAES N 2 0 and
A very large number of parcels was used here (-2.1 million
CHJ
and
MLS H20. Since UARS switches 10 times a year
for AT-3, 1.1 million for AT-2, and 1.0 million for AT-1) to
between
viewing
high northern and high southern latitudes
facilitate averaging over various domains.
(yaws),
in
order
to get global fields, we average (in EqL/B
Results from the trajectory calculations are displayed by
space)
the
data
from
three days with complete coverage on
mappingthehistoricalcharacteristics
of theparcelsinto
either sideof the yaw day. Data from late April 1992 through
EqL/B space in the same manner as for the ATMOS data.
early April 1993 were used to produce10 such files for each
That is, the positions of the parcels (e.g., latitude, be, sPV)
species (one for each “UARS month”), each of which is asat the end of the back trajectory run, or data (e.g., idealized
signed to the day of year in the middle of the averaging petrace gas fields) interpolated to those positions, are taken as
riod.
To reconstruct a field for use in initialization for a parthe field to be gridded, with the gridding coordinates being
ticular day, the PV for that day is used with an EqL/0 field
the initial positions (PV, 0) at the ATMOS observation locations. This producesa map of the characteristics32 days ear- of the tracer that is linearly interpolatedin time between the
nominal dates of the two neighboring standard
EqLIB fields.
lier of the air sampled by ATMOS. If the same PV/B grid is
The
data
used
to
produce
the
files
for
this
“climatology”
are
used as for the ATMOS data, there are -50 to several thouVersion
8
CLAES
N
2
0
,
Version
7
CLAES
CHJ,
and
MLS
sand parcels in each gridbox, providing reasonable statistics
H z 0 from the prototype nonlinear retrievals described
by
for averaging. The gridding procedure is the same as dePumphrey
[1998].
Version
7
CLAES
N
2
0
and
CH4
valiscribed above for the
ATMOS data, except that no weighting
dation is discussed by Roche et al. [ 19961; Version 8 CH4
for uncertainty is used. Because there are many parcels
in
was
not used because it showed an even stronger high bias
each gridbox, the scatter in values within a box gives inforthan
Version 7 when compared to correlative data.
mation on the homogeneity of the historical characteristics
We
also show some MLS
0 3 data taken during AT-3;
of air that ended up in a certain region sampled by ATMOS.
these are preliminaryVersion 5 data. The MLSVersion 3 0 3
Besides examiningvertical and horizontal motion andPV
data validation was discussed by Froidevaux et al. [ 19961;
changes over the period, we have produced idealized transsome Version 3Nersion 4 differences are noted by Manney
port calculations over the period for
N 2 0 , CH4, and H z 0 by
et al. [ 1996al. Version 5 data have higher vertical resolution
using idealized tracers derived from
UARS Microwave Limb
than
the previous versions(6 surfacesper decadein pressure
Sounder (MLS) or Cryogenic Limb
Array Etalon Spectromas opposed to 3). Previous biases (-1 ppmv) in the MLS
eter (CLAES) data(Section 3.4) interpolated to the final parcel positions as the field to be gridded. This is an application lower stratospheric 0 3 data, as compared to SAGE I1 and
other correlative sources, have been significantly reduced in
of the reverse-trajectory procedure developed and described
the Version 5 data; differences between Version 4 and 5 in
in detail by Suttonetal. [1994]. The UARS-based fields
the middle and upper stratosphere are small.
that are used for tracer initialization are very
smooth, and
Detailed comparisons of ATMOS with UARS CLAES,
we expect only large-scale qualitative agreement between
MLS, and Halogen Occultation Experiment (HALOE) trace
these fields and ATMOS data; nevertheless, the qualitative
gas data have been done
in EqL/B space. These intercomparchanges in tracers resulting from transport calculations iniisons show very good overall agreement between the mortialized in this way are useful in comparing the calculated
phology of the tracer fields and indicators of transport, delarge-scale tracer motion with that expected from the appearspite some biases between the data sets
[Manney et al., in
ance of the ATMOS observations.
preparation].
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Plate 3. Equivalent Latitude (EqL)/B space fields ofATMOS N20 (left) and CHq (right) from AT-3 (a and b), AT-2 (c and
d), and AT-1 (e and 0. The vertical range is from 380 to 2000 K. AT-3 and AT-1 fields are shown from 88"s to 70"N; AT-2
fields are shown from 70"s to 88"N. The thin black lines are contours of IsPVI, averaged over 4-1 1 Nov 1994 for AT-3,
8-15 Apr 1993 forAT-2, and 25 Mar-1 Apr 1992 forAT- 1 (the same days shownin Plates 1 and 2; days at the beginning and
end of the ATLAS missions with only one or two ATMOS observations are excluded); the contour interval is 0.2 x
s",
with the 1.2 x IOv4 s" contour (typically in the vortex edge region) representedby a solid line, and the rest dashed lines;
the smallest contour is 0.2 x
s", on either side of the vertical line representing 0" EqL, with values increasing towards
the poles. Note that for AT-2 and AT- 1, the sPV contour interval shown hereis nor the same asthe interval used for gridding
(Section 3.2).
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4. Results
4. I . ATMOS Trace Gas Fields
Plate 3 shows EqWB space maps of ATMOS N20 and
CH4 observations from the ATLAS missions. The overlaid
/sPVI contours indicatethe position and strengthof the polar
vortex. N20 andCH4 are both long-lived in the stratosphere
and are thus good tracers
of air motions.
Themapping of AT-3 and AT-2 sunrise observations,
intheAntarctic
and Arcticspringvortices,respectively,
demonstrates dramaticallyhow fully the ambient conditions
can be covered with observations taken in a very narrow latitude band (approximately8" and 6" wide forAT-3 and AT-2,
respectively). As shown above (Plate 1) for a representative
level, subtropical air was drawn into the region of ATMOS
observations throughoutthe AT-3 mission, over most of the
depth of the stratosphere. As a result,
AT-3 covered subtropical conditions everywhere exceptin the lowest part of
the stratosphere (below -450 K), where motions are dominated by smaller scales, and large tongues of air are not
commonly transported as far from their origins. Although
the final warming had progressed further during AT-2 than
during AT-3, and no large tongues of subtropical air were
sampled, the variability was still large enough thatAT-2 had
good coverageof midlatitude conditions through most
of the
stratosphere. The gain in coverage over the latitudes sampled is more modest for the sunset observations in fall, but
the proto-vortex is sufficiently variable that
the measurements typically reach -60" EqL, along the inside of the
proto-vortex edge.
A numberof previously noted featuresof tracer transport
in relation to the polar vortex are apparent in the ATMOS
N20 and CH4 fields. Abrams et al. [ 1996a, c] used ATMOS
N20 and CH4 profiles inside the vortex to estimate net winter descent for the SH using AT-3 data and for the NH using AT-2 data. The effects of this descent are apparent in
Plate 3, with much lower vortex than extravortex values of
the tracers at all levels below about
1000 K (where airis still
relatively confined within the vortex). CH4 values typical
of the lower mesosphere ( ~ 0 . 3ppmv) were seen at levels
from -650 to 840 K (-25-30 km) during AT-3, consistent
with the results of Abrams et al. [ 1996a1, and values typical of the upper stratosphere at levels from -500 to 650 K
during AT-2, consistent with Abrams et ul. [1996~1. Other
indications of the patternsof descent are more
readily apparent than in previous results. The packing of tracer contours
into the lower stratospheric vortex (i.e., extremely large
vertical tracer gradients in the vortex interior) results from the
patterns of descent over the winter, with strongest descent
in the upper stratosphere, decreasing by more thanan order
of magnitude from the upper to the lower stratosphere[e.g.,

27.

51.
(L9.
?S.
840 K N20 (ppbv)

39.

07.

Plate 4. Highresolution NHmaps of sPV (a)andreconstructed N 2 0 (b) on the 840 K isentropic surface, on
16 Apr 1993, the last dayof AT-2. The maps areconstructed
using reverse-trajectory calculations (Section 3.3). The map
projection is orthographic, with 0" longitude at the bottom
and 90"E to the right. The domain is from equator to pole,
with thin dashed lines at30 and 60"N.
Fisher etal., 1993; Manney etal., 1994~1.Note thatsubstantial horizontaltracer gradients are apparent acrossthe vortex
edge even atthe lowest levels shown (downto 380 K in the
SH). The apparent lack of contrast between vortex and extravortex values noted by Abrams et al. [ 1996al was due in
part tothe saturation of their color palette
and the packing of
contours in the lower stratospheric vortex. The averagevortex and extravortex profiles shownby Abrams et al. [ 1996al
converge below 15 km, suggestingthat the pattern of vortex confinement doesnot extend farbelow the lower limitof
OW plot (-16 km).
An additional featurethat was not previously apparent is
the downward excursionof tracer contours alongthe vortex
edge in the lower stratosphere (at the location of strongest
sPV gradients), which is seen in both NH and SH spring.
This observation suggests
the resultsof greater descentalong
the vortex edge than in its center.Such a patternis consistent
with the resultsof Manney etal. [ 1994~1,whose calculations
showed largest descent ratesin the lower stratosphere along
the vortex edge throughoutthe winter in theSH, and during
late wintedspringin the NH. This pattern is also reflected in
N*O/C& correlations for AT-3, which show a larger difference between the vortex edge and midlatitude correlations than between the vortex interior
and midlatitude correlations [Michelsen etal., Maintenance of high HCUCL),and
NOJNO, in the Antarctic vortex: A chemical test of conjnement during Austral spring, submitted to J. Geophys. Res.,
Atmospheres].
Above -1 100 K in the SH during AT-3 and -800 K in
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the NH during AT-2, strong tracer gradients are no longer ap- air that has not experienced strong descent. Both effects are
parent. The extremelylarge tongueof vortex material pulled
consistent with the later dateof each succeeding mission.A
out into midlatitudes duringAT-2 between -700-1 100 K is
distinct differencein the strength of the subtropical horizonreflected in the increase between those levels
of the area cov- tal tracer gradients in the fall hemisphere, especially in the
ered by the PV contours. As noted in Section 2, this large
upper stratosphere, was seen between AT-1 and AT-3 (near
tongue of material is coiled up with some low-latitude air
20 to 30" EqL); although AT-2 observations did not extend
in the anticyclone at latitudes sampled by ATMOS. Plate 4
as far into the tropics, the tracer gradients from this mission
shows 840 K maps of high resolution sPV from a reverseappeared to be more similar to those during AT- I . Steeper
trajectory calculation (Section 3.3) and high resolution
N20
subtropical gradients in the upper stratosphere during AT-1
reconstructed from this sPV field and the ATMOS EqL/B
and AT-2 than during AT-3 are consistent with those seenin
space field shown in Plate 3c. The tongue of air that was
zonal means of HALOE observations for similar time peripulled off the vortex underwent considerable mixing with
ods [Ruth et al., 19971. These differences likely result from
low-latitude air pulled in around the vortex, and PV gradithe interplay between the seasonal cycle, the semiannualosents in this region are much weaker than those at the same
cillation, and the quasi-biennial oscillation [e.g.,Ruth et nl.,
sPV values along the vortex edge. Thus, the sPV gradients
1997; Randel et ~ l . 19981.
,
seen in Plate 3c and d near50" EqL are considerably weaker
ATMOS measured several other long-lived species, inthan those around the vortex edge, and the EqL/B plot does
cluding HF, F l l , F12, and SF6 [Gunson etal.,19961, as well
not clearly indicate that there is a relatively strong and conas CO, which is long enough lived in some regions to use as
fined vortexremnant still present at theselevels.Above
a tracer of air motion [Allen etal.,19991. Since these species
1 100 K the vortex has dissipated, and the tracer values are had either very limited vertical coverage or were measured
well-mixed combinations of former vortex and extravortex
in only one or two filters, their mapping in EqL/B space is
air.
limited. However, during AT-3 there was enough coverage
As seen in Plates 3a and b, the region of minimum tracer
to indicate that these tracer observations showeda signature
mixing ratios in the vortex during AT-3 showed low values
of unmixed descent within the vortex,Le., a confined region
confined closer to the polewith increasing altitude, coincidof values typical of the upper stratosphere/lower mesosphere
ing approximately with the decreasein the area enclosed by
bounded by very strong gradients, and those with observastrong PV gradients. This decrease in area indicates that the
tions near the lower stratospheric
vortex edge showed the
vortex was severely eroded, and strong mixing was taking
downward excursion of contours indicativeof enhanced deplace: low vortex tracer values have been mixed with high
scent.
extravortex values, resulting in the higher values at high latPlate 5 shows similar plots of H z 0 and HN03 observed
itudes at levels where the vortex was breaking down. Since
byATMOS.
H z 0 is a long-livedtracer in most of the
N20 and CH4 have different vertical gradients, confined deextra-tropical stratosphere, with the exception of the Antarcscent within the vortex results in different horizontal graditic lower stratospheric vortex, where sedimentation of poents along the vortex edge. This in turn results in dissimilar
lar stratospheric clouds (PSCs) results
in severe dehydracontour shapes for the two tracers in the vortex and along
tion. HN03 builds up via chemical processes in the winits edge, as quasi-isentropic mixing across the vortex edge
ter polar vortex [e.g., Austin et al., 19861, with maximum
affects them differently [e.g., Strahan et al., 19961. Thus,
mixing ratios near 25 km, and builds up in the lower stratothe regions near the lower stratospheric vortex where the
spheric vortex via descent of these high values and producN 2 0 and CH4 contour shapes differ markedly (e.g., between tionby heterogeneous chemical reactions linked to PSCs
-600 and 800 K in the SH during AT-3) are regions of en[Santee etal., 1999, and references therein];
in the Antarctic,
hanced mixing of vortex and extravortex air. We will return
PSCs are prevalent for much of the winter, and sedimentato this point in Section 4.2.
tion also leads to strong denitrification. Several studies have
More subtle variationsin tracer morphology indicate dif- suggested that small amounts of dehydration and denitrififering dynamical conditions in the fall hemispheres during
cation may occur in the Arctic vortex during especially cold
the three missions.In each succeeding mission, the contours winters [e.,.., Fahey et al., 1990b; Vornel et al., 1997; Hintsn
are overall tilted more steeply down at high EqL, indicating et al., 19981.
the effects of more unmixed descent as the vortex develops.
The features described above in N20 and CH4 are also
The increase in unmixed descent results from both
an inapparent in H20, including the signature of descent in the
crease in the diabatic descent rates and, more importantly,
spring polar vortices during
AT-2 and AT-3, evidence of mixa stronger transport barrier along the proto-vortex edge, so
ing at levels where the vortex was decaying, and a succesthat the effects of descent are not diluted by mixing with
sively steeper downward slope of the H z 0 contours in the
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fall hemisphere in each succeeding mission. Dehydration is
apparent in the SH vortex up to at least -500 K, as previously indicated by Rinsland et al. [ 1996al; the highest dehydrated altitude cannot readilybe deduced from thisfigure
since the competing effectof descent of higher Hz0 and the
mimicking effectof mixing of lower extravortexH z 0 (above
-500 K) must be considered. Althoughthe interpretation is
complicated by the dehydration, the Hz0 distribution along
the vortex edge in the lower stratosphere does show
a downward tilt in the contours suggesting stronger descentalong
the vortex edge. This patternis not apparent in the NH during AT-2, as it was in other tracers. However, since this feature was small and apparent only in the lowest levels shown
in a region where thereare only a few observationsin each
gridbox, the lack of such a feature in H20 could reflect a
-80
-50
-20
10
40
70
sampling or data quality deficiency. Alternately, it may indicate a small amountof dehydration, which haspreviously
been suggested to have occurred
in the 1992-93 Arctic winter [Michelsen et al., 19991.
Denitrification in the Antarctic vortex is apparent in the
HNO3 plot (Plate 3 , and is seen to affect theHNO3 distribution up to at least -600K. In the “collar” region alongthe
vortex edge, the HN03 contours dip sharply downward,as
a result of strong descent. There is no obviousindication of
denitrification in the AT-2 Arctic observations; this does not
rule out the occurrence
of a small amount of denitrification,
but any effectof more than 1 ppbv wouldbe expected to
be
immediately apparentin Plate 5d. The downward tilt of the
HN03 contours reflects the effects of descent in the vortex,
and indicates the pattern
of H N a that would be expected
in
the springvortex in absence of significant denitrification.
In the fall hemisphere,HN03 at thelevel of its maximum
was greater during AT-3 than during AT-2, as expected for
measurements taken later in the season [e.g., Austin et al.,
19861. However, the AT-1 fall maximum HN03 values were
substantially higher than those duringAT-2 or AT-3. This is
consistent with the enhancement in HN03 due to heterogeneous reactions on sulfate aerosols after
the Mount Pinatubo
eruption [Koike et al., 1994; Kumer et al., 19961.
Finally, in Plate 6 we show the EqWB space distribution
of 0 3 observed by ATMOS during the ATLAS missions. As
expected, there is widespread O3 depletion in the Antarc-80
-50
-20
10
40
70
tic lower stratospheric vortex during AT-3. In the absence
Equivalent Latiiude (deg)
of chemical depletion in the lower stratosphere, 0 3 mixing
ratios are substantially higher inside than outside the
vortex
0
3.0
6.0
9.0
below -600 K [e.g., Manney et al., 1995a. and references
0 , (PPmv)
therein]; thus, the comparable values seen inside and outside
the Arctic lower stratospheric vortexduring AT-2 are indicaPlate 6. ECqL/B space fields of ATMOS 0 3 . Layout is as in
tive of chemical O3 loss, consistent with previous studiesof
Plate
3.
that winter [Manney et al., 199%; Michelsen et al., 1998b,
and references therein]. Since descent masks chemical 0,
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loss in the vortex, O3 depletion occurred up to higher altitudes than is immediately apparent; previous studies of the
1992-93 winter indicate some 0 3 depletion up to -550 K
[e.g., Munney et al., 1995c, and references therein].
The main source of 0 3 is in the tropical middle stratosphere, with mixing ratios exceeding 10 ppmv in the equatorial regions near 30-35 km [e.g., Brusseur and Solomon,
19861, high mixing ratios extending into midlatitudesin the
middle stratosphere as airis transported poleward, and very
strong gradients across the vortex edge as that air encounters a barrier to further poleward transport
[e.g., Munney
et ul., 1995a, andreferences therein]. The poleward and upward tilt of the level of peak mixing ratios seen in Plate 6
is characteristic of the early winter 0 3 distribution, and has
been attributed to a combination of photochemical andvertical transport processes [e.g.,
Munney et al., 1995a, and references therein]; in monthly mean values shown by Rundel and Wu [ 19951, this pattern is not well developed until November (May) in the NH (SH), suggesting that the
stronger pattern during AT-3 is due to the later observation
time.
Given the expected distribution and sources of 0 3 , the
ATMOS values during AT-3 in SH middle EqLslook decidedly peculiar, and are in fact in disagreement with values
observed by UARS MLS during this period. The reason for
this discrepancy provides a note of caution in interpreting
EqWB space plots of chemically active species.Examination
of maps of MLS 0 3 in the SH middle stratosphere during
AT-3 (Plate 7) shows that manyof the ATMOS observations
at low EqL (i.e.. low PV, solid contours) were taken in or
near a "low ozone pocket" [Manney et ul., 1995bl; ATMOS
6.2 5.4 4.6
7.0
7.8
8.6
O3 profiles taken in the low ozone pocket region show the
840 K MLS Ozone (ppmv)
local minimum at the level of the 0 3 maximum that is characteristic of this phenomenon. Such low ozone pockets form
Plate 7. Maps of MLS 0 3 in the SH on the 840 K isentropic
in themiddle stratospherenear the level of the O3 maximum
when low-latitude, high-03 air is drawn poleward and con- surface during theAT-3 mission. lsPVl contours are overlaid
in black; 1.2 and 1.4 x
s-l contoursaredashed,
0.6
fined for a number
of days in the anticyclone, andO3 mixing
and0.8 x
s" contoursare solid. The black dots show
ratios in this confined airdecrease rapidly in a manner thatis
the locations of ATMOS observations on eachday. The map
inconsistent with the sole effectof transport processes[Munprojection is orthographic, with 0" longitude at the top and
ney et ul., 1995bl. Morris etal. [ 19981 and Nuir et ul. [19981
90"E to the right. The domain is from equator to pole,with
showed that the O3 decrease is caused by a relaxation (via
thin dashed lines at 30 and
60"s.
known chemical mechanisms)to an equilibriumvalue characteristic of high latitudes, since the air in the anticyclone
is, in contrast to other midlatitudeair, confined at relatively
high latitudes for a sustained period.
Low ozone pockets
are common in the Arctic winter, and have been observed
previously in the Antarctic late winter when wave activity
was strong [Munneyet ul., 1995bl. Plate 7 shows that most
of the ATMOS observations that sampled higher O3 values
characteristic of midlatitudes and the subtropics were actually taken at higher PV than those in the low ozone pocket
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- these observations are in the entrance region where lowlatitude air is drawn up around the vortex, and
0 3 gradients
are very strong. Thus Plate6 shows lower ratherthan higher
0 3 at lower EqLs, and even the highest values shown are
an averageincluding a substantial fractionof measurements
from in or near the low ozone pocket.

4.2. Derived Fields andIndications of Mixing
A number of quantities derivable from the ATMOS observations areuseful in clarifying aspects of dynamical and
chemical processes in the stratosphere.
The quantityH = H20+2CH4 represents the
variable part
of total hydrogen, since H2 is nearly constant in the lower
and middle stratosphere [e.g., Jones et al., 19861. H is expected to be conserved in the lower and middle stratosphere
outside the tropics and regions of polar dehydration [e.g.,
Ib)
ATLASP. 8-1 6 ADr 1993
Abbas et al., 1996, and references therein]. Indeed, Plate 8
shows H from ATMOS observations to be 7.0-7.4 ppmv
nearly everywhere between -550 and 1400 K during AT-2
and AT-3, and slightly lower during AT-I. In this region;
neither descent nor mixing will change H due to the lack
of gradients (and descent from
levels above 1400 K would
serve only to increaseH). Thus the marked reductionin H in
the Antarctic lower stratosphereallows us to say with confidence that dehydration in the SH vortex extended up to
-600 K, as was also indicated by Rinsland et al. [ 1996al.
Above -500 K the decrease in H z 0 was masked in Plate 5
by descent of higher H20. The spreading of low H outside
-70
-1 0
20
50
80
of the region of strongest PV gradients at the lowest levels
shown also suggests greater
permeability of the vortex below
-420 K, consistent with a numberof theoretical calculations
[e.g., Manney et al., 1994~1.
A decrease of -0.6-0.8 ppmv in H was seen in the Arctic vortex during AT-2 (Plate 8b) below -500 K, consistent with values calculated for vortex averages by Michelsen
et al. [ 19991. Michelsen et al. [ 19991 showed that this decrease was consistentwith observations made several weeks
later during the Stratospheric
Photochemistry, Aerosols and
Dynamics Expedition (SPADE) aircraft mission
in vortex
fragments. They suggestedthat this may be due to dehydration, or alternately, to descent of mesospheric air. Although
the Arctic vortex was sufficiently eroded during AT-2 that
-50
-20
10
40
70
-80
one cannot judge from AT-2 data whether mesospheric air
Equivalent Latitude (deg)
had been present in the stratospheric vortex [Abrams et al.,
1996~1,given that lower mesospheric air descends only to
4.4
5.4
7.2
8.2
-600 K in the SH [Schoeberl et al., 1995; Abrams et al.,
H20+2CH4 (ppmv)
1996a, and references therein] where
the period of unmixed
descent is much longer, descentof mesospheric air tobelow
Plate 8. Q L / 0 space fields of ATMOS H20+2CH4. Layout
500 K in the Arcticseems at best a remote possibility.
is as in Plate 3.
Below 500 K in low and middle EqLs in the fall hemisphere, Plate 8 shows higher H in November during AT-3
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than in MarcWAprilduring AT-2 and AT- 1. The differencein
H results from differencesin H z 0 in these regions (Plate 5)
and is probably related to the seasonal cycle in H z 0 entering the stratosphere [e.g.,Mote et al., 1996, and references
therein]. Allowing for a delay
of severalweeksbetween
tropics and midlatitudes, the values shown here are consistent with the timing of the seasonal cycle in H z 0 in the
tropical lower stratosphere shown by Mote et al. [ 19961 in
HALOE and SAGE I1 data. H z 0 (Plate 5) and H (Plate 8)
showed an overall increase throughoutthe stratosphere between AT- l and AT-2 (-2.5 y), qualitatively consistent with
recent trend studies[Oltmans andHofmann, 1995; Nedoluhu
et al., 1998a, b; Evans et al., 1998; Randelet al., 19991.
Randel et al. [ 19991 found l%/y increase throughout the
stratosphere in H over a period including the ATLAS mis-80
-50
-20
10
40
70
sions, consistent with the amount of increase seen in the
ATMOS data.
Regions of enhanced mixing of vortex and extravortex
air in the middle to lower stratosphere can be revealed by
examining CH4-CH: (Plate9). CH; is analogoustothe
commonly-calculated NO; [e.g., Fahey et al., 1990a; Sugita
et al.,1998; Kondo et al., 1999, and references therein],i.e.,
it is the expectedCH4 obtained from a polynomial relationship for midlatitudes between
CH4 and N20. We use the relationship given by Michelsen et al. [ 1998al; they showed
that because there is a nonlinear relationship betweenN20
and CH4 for N20 ~ 2 0 ppbv
0 for fall midlatitude andprotovortex air, the mixingof air that had descendedin the vortex
-70
-40
-1 0
20
50
80
with extravortex air produced a change
in the CH4/N20 relationship for air defined as being within the vortex. Since
there were not significant chemical changes in CH4 in the
lowerstratosphericpolarvortices,theprimarysource
of
changes in the CH4/N20correlations was mixing of vortex
(originally from high altitudes) and extravortex (from
low altitudes) air. Thus, Plate 9 indicates regions where there was
mixing of descended vortex air with extravortex air. In the
SH during AT-3 (Plate 9a), the strongest signature of mixing was along the edge of the vortex at levels where it was
strongly eroded, -600-900 K. Below -700 K, there was
a small region in the vortex core that showed less evidence
of mixing, consistent with previous studies, which showed
mixing with extravortex air took place along the Antarctic
vortex edge but not deep in the interior[e.g., Bowman, 1993;
-80
-50
-20
10
40
70
Equivalent Latitude (deg)
Manney et al., 1994~1.Below 420 K, mixing would not affect the CH4/N2O relationship since N20 values were suffi0.5
0.0
-0.5
ciently high both inside and outside the vortex that the two
CH4-CH4* (ppmv)
initial air masses would fallalong anearly linear part of the
correlation curve.
In the Arctic during AT-2 (Plate 9b), the air in the vortex Plate 9. QL/O space fields of ATMOS CH4-CHi (see text).
Layout isas in Plate 3.
below -800 K had experienced mixing, with the greatest
changes seen in the vortex interior between about 500 and
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600 K. A given deficit in CH4-CHi represents more mixing
in the NH plot than in the SH plot; since the N20 gradients were weaker in the NH, air masses that are separated
by
the same physical distance are represented by points more
closely spaced around the nonlinear portion of the correlation curve and mixingbetween them thus producesa smaller
change. Although we expect that mixing was occurring
in
middle to high EqLs between -800 and 1100 K given the
dynamical situation with large portions of the vortex being
shredded off into midlatitudes, the uniformly low N20 values at these levels (Plate 3c) suggest that mixing would not
cause large deviations from the canonical
CH4/N2O correlation and thus would not be evident on the CH4-CHS map.
Total reactive nitrogen,NO,, calculated as HN03 + NO +
NO2 + CION02 + 2N205 + HN04, and NO,-NO; are also
useful for examining aspects of transport and chemistry in
the polar stratosphere [e.g., Michelsen et al., 1998b; Rinsland et al., 1999,andreferencestherein].Plate
10 shows
NO, calculatedfromthe ATMOS data. Michelsenet al.
[1998b] provided polynomial fits to correlation curves between NO, and N2O forthetropics,themidlatitudes
in
fall, the high-latitude extravortex region
in spring, the protovortex, and the Arctic vortex. We use the proto-vortex relationship to calculate NO; and NO,-NO; (Plate 10). The
proto-vortex relationship is used because it is the best estimate of a middle to high latitude relationship uninfluenced
by tropical/subtropical or vortex air. Also, the proto-vortex
correlation curves derived for AT-2 in the SH and AT-3 in
the NH are nearly the same for N2O x 4 0 ppbv [Michelsen
et al., 1998bl. NO,-NO; obtained using the relationships for
NO; given by Sugita et al. [ 19981 and Kondo et al. [ 19991
(who used a relationship derived from
AT-3 NH observations
including proto-vortex, midlatitude, and low-latitude air) is
qualitatively similar, with small quantitative differences in
the middle EqL upper and lower stratosphere.
In the lower stratosphere, NO, in the Antarctic spring
vortex was depleted, reflecting the substantial denitrification
that was evident in Plate 5. NO, was enhanced relative to
that outside thevortex along the edgeof the Antarctic lower
stratospheric vortex during AT-3, and inside the Arctic lower
stratospheric vortex during AT-2, reflecting the effects of diabatic descent. This is consistent with the HNO3 shown in
Plate 5, as expected since HN03 is the primary component
of NO, at these levels.The net source of NO, is oxidationby
O('D), which increases with increasing altitude; above about
30 km there is fast loss via the reactionNO+N+N2+0 [e.g.,
Michelsen etal., 1998bl. These reactions, combined with
ascent in the tropics, poleward and downward transport in the
winter hemisphere, and mixing in midlatitudes, resultin the
overall pattern of NO, with a maximum in the tropical middle stratosphere. The minimum
in the Antarctic duringAT-3
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near 840 K and the maximum justbelow it may be a remaining signature of descent in the vortex. Callis et al. [I9961
indicated that the enhanced NO,-NO; shown by Rinsland
et al. [1996a] (corresponding to the region of higher NO,
in Plate 10a at highest EqLs between -600 and 800 K) was
consistent with their 2-D model results for conditions
of enhanced NO, production in the thermosphere (these comparisons are discussed furtherby Rinsland et al. [ 19991).
As expected from comparing the overall distributions of
NO, (Plate 10) andN20 (Plate 3), the fall correlation curves
between N20 and NO, are nonlinear for low N20, with a
maximum in the curvenear N20 E 50 ppbv [e.g., Michelsen
et al., 1998bl. Thus, whereair masses from points on either
side of the maximum are in close physical proximity (such
as inside and outside the spring polar vortices), changes in
the correlation curve, indicated in Plate 10 by departures of
NO,-NO; from zero, can result from mixing between those
air masses [Waugh et al., 19971. Departures of NO,-NO;
from zero may also be causedby anomalous chemistry, and
changes in N20/NOY correlationshave frequently been used
to inferdenitrification in thelowerstratosphericvortices
[e.,.., Michelsen et al., 1998b; Kondo et al., 1999, and references therein]. Miclzelsen et al. [ 1998b1 showed that most
of the difference between theAT-2 Arctic vortex and midlatitude (or proto-vortex) NO,/N20 correlations could be explained by mixing across the vortex edge; they also showed
that approximately half of the NO,
deficit apparent in the
Antarctic vortex NO,/N20 correlation curve for AT-3 could
be attributed to mixing. Vortex and extravortex air masses
will fall on the canonical NO,/N?O correlation curve in positions that span a nonlinear section of the curve for vortex
N20 ~ 5 ppbv
0 and extravortex N20 2.50 ppbv. Examination of individual N 2 0 profiles shows that these conditions
were fulfilled between -5 10 K and 900 K in the SH during
AT-3 and between -475 K and at least 900 K during AT-2.
Thus we can expect the effects of mixing to be visible in
NO,-NO; at least at these levels. Mixing may
in fact affect these curves at somewhat higher and lower levels,
since
these estimates were basedon fields that had already experienced some mixing; previous mixing would have increased
the values in the lower stratospheric vortex and decreased
those in themidlatitudemiddlestratosphere.Theeffects
of earlier mixing are expected to be much larger in the NH
than in the SH, since many studies [e.g.,
Plumb et al., 1994;
Manney et al., 1994c, and references therein] have shown
evidence of intrusion of extravortex air into the NH lower
stratospheric vortex during the winter, and the Arctic vortex
in the middle stratosphere was strongly disturbed in February and March 1993 [e.g.,Matzney et al., 1994~1,suggesting
previous mixing there as well.
Plate 10 showsthemorphology of theregions of de-
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pressed NO,-NO;that result from the difference between
springtime-vortex and proto-vortex correlations. The region
of depleted NO,-NO; along the vortex edge during AT-3
is consistent with the effects of mixing. The region of enhanced NO,-NO; between -600 and 800 K was confined
to the vortex interior, where Plate 9 suggested little mixing
with extravortex air. Below about 500 K, N 2 0 values were
sufficiently high inside thevortex that mixing would produce little change in the NO,/N2O relationship. Thus, most
of the depression in NO,-NO; in the Antarctic vortex below
500 K can be attributedto denitrification. Although we have
shown that some mixing occurred above 500 K, denitrification is also expected at these higher levels. Plate 8 showed
that dehydration extended up to at least about 600 K. Since
HN03 is expected to fall out as well as H z 0 when water ice
PSCs sediment, it is expected that denitrification extended
at least as high as dehydration, consistent with the vertical
extent of the region of most strongly depressed NO,-NO;
in Plate 10. Since at this level (near 600 K) the effects of
mixing, and likely effects of earlier descent of mesospheric
air, are present, we are unable to determine from these data
whether denitrification in fact extended any higher than dehydration.
In the Arctic vortex during AT-2, N2O values were low
enough and gradients across thevortex edge strong enough
that NO,-NO; would be altereddue to mixing at levels down
to at least 475 K; mixing would probably be apparent at
somewhat lower levels, since considerable mixing that occurred prior to AT-2 [e.g., Manney et al., 1 9 9 4 ~ had
1 already
increased the N20 mixing ratios in the vortex.
It is difficult to define a top level where extravortex N 2 0 was greater
than 50 ppbv during or prior to AT-2, due to the large area
of coverage of air either currently or recently inside the
vortex in the middle stratosphere (Section 2). Comparing the
Arctic lower stratospheric vortex region with the region of
mixing indicated in Plate 9, and given thatit is not necessary
to invoke denitrificationto explain the vortex NO,/N20 correlation during AT-2 [Michelsen et al., 1998b], the decrease
in NO,-NO; below -800 K leads us to believe that mixing with extravortex air took place throughout the portion
of the vortex observed by ATMOS. A signature of mixing
can also be seen from 800-1 IO0 K; this was not evident in
Plate 9 because the canonicalNO,/NO; correlation is much
more sharply peaked than that forCH4 and N20; the effects
of mixing are apparent in this region where the gradients in
N 2 0 between vortex and extravortex observations were relatively weak, and thus mixing did not change the C&/N20
correlation significantly.

4.3. Parcel History Calculations
The above results showed how the ATMOS data reflect
transport processes associatedwith the evolutionof the polar
vortex. Here we present the results of trajectory calculations
(Section 3.3) to examine the consistency of the calculated
recent history with the morphology of the ATMOS tracer
fields.
Plate 11 summarizes the vertical motion experienced by
the air measured by ATMOS in the 32 days prior to each
ATLAS mission. Consistent with the calculations of Manney et al. [ 1994~1,strong descent was still occurring in the
spring middle stratosphere, although there was net ascent
in
the upper stratosphere. Stronger ascent in the spring upper
stratosphere during AT-3than during AT-2 was likely due
to the AT-3 observations being later in the season. The values shown here represent the calculated descent of the air
sampled by ATMOS averaged in PV/B bins. The region of
stronger but more localized descent in the SH middle stratosphere during AT-3 than in the NH middle stratosphere during AT-2 reflects greater confinement of air in the SH vortex; although cooling rates are not larger overall in the SH,
greater confinement means that air that experienced strong
descent in the vortexhas not been mixed with less-descended
midlatitude or subtropical air. The abrupt increase in descent in crossing from extravortex to vortex at levels below
840 K (where the vortex is still well-defined) in both hemispheres also indicates a greater uniformity of the averaged
air within the vortex, since the cooling rates themselves do
notincreasedramaticallyacross
this boundary. That this
increase is stronger in the SH than in the NH reflects the
greater degree of impermeability of the Antarctic vortex.
The effects of confinement in thevortex, or in vortex
remnants, are apparent in the standard deviation of AWAt.
While, all other things being equal, larger standard deviations would be associated with larger descent rates, the differences in the locations of maximum descent and largest
variance are informative. In the SH middle stratosphere the
location of largest variance is above and toward the vortex
edge of the maximum descent, indicating more mixing
of
air with differing descent rates along the
vortex edge and
where the vortex is more eroded. A similar pattern occurs
in the NH. An increase in the standard deviation along the
vortex edge in theSH extends only downto about 650 K, below which the vortex is still quite strong, suggesting greater
mixing along the vortex edge at
levels where it has been
eroded. Both Arctic and Antarctic vortices show more descent along the vortex edge in the lower stratosphere, consistent with previous studies[Schoeberl etal., 1992; Manney
et al., 1994~1. Thedescent rates at the lowest levels shown
are near zero in theNH vortex, but in the SH there is ascent
of 5 0 . 4 W d in the interior of the Antarctic vortex (in the
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ization with fields derived fromCLAES CH4 and MLS H20
grey contour region in Plate 11). Enhanced descent along
(not shown) are similar to those for
N20.
the edge of the lower stratospheric vortex is consistent with
the appearanceof the ATMOS tracer fields (e.g., Plates 3 and
Continuing descent along thevortex edge (Plate 1 1) leads
5).
to a decrease in N20 values in the lower stratosphere; weak
ascent in the vortex interior leads to a slight increase in the
In the fall hemisphere, a widespread region of descent
is centered at highest EqL for each
ATLAS mission, with
interior of the vortex (compare Plates 12a and b (SH) and
stronger descent in each succeeding mission, as expected
Plates 12c and d (NH)). The pattern thus produced
is consistent with the pattern seen more strongly in the ATMOS data
from the more advanced season of the later missions. That
(Plate 3). Thehistory for the entire winter probably
the variance decreases in the upper stratosphere at the highalso conest EqL forAT-3 but not for AT-2 or AT- 1 suggests that more tributes to the pattern seen in the ATMOS data, since in the
of an effect of confinement in the proto-vortex is seen for the lower stratosphere strongest descentis along the vortex edge
later time of the AT-3 mission.
throughout the winter in the SH and during the late winter
(from February) in the NH [e.g., Manney et ai., 1994~1.In
Similar calculations were done examining the net horithe SH upper stratosphere duringAT-3, the poleward spread
zontal motionsof the parcelsin the month beforethe ATLAS
missions, by examining average changes and standard devi- of higher N20 values results from mixing as the polar vortex decays (the extent of the decay during this period can
ations in latitude, sPV, and EqL. The results of these calcube seen by comparing the overlaid lsPVl contours between
lations (not shown) have several features that are consistent
Plate12aandPlate12b).
In the NH middlestratosphere
with the overall picture of transport reflected in the ATMOS
during AT-2, spreading and poleward excursion of the N20
tracers: very large standard deviations along thevortex edge
contours indicate the strong mixing taking place therein the
between -600 and 900 K in the SH, and at all levels bemonth preceding theAT-2 observations. This evolution of
low -900 K in the NH during AT-2; an increase in standard
the vortices and associated tracer transport results in further
deviation in the NH during AT-2 at all EqLs between -850
steepening of the tracer gradients along the vortex edge in
and 1 100 K; a distinct decrease in standard deviations at the
the lower stratosphere.
highest northern EqLs observed during AT-3, which is not
In the fall hemisphere during all three missions, increasreadily apparent in the AT-2 or AT- 1 fall observations.
ing
descent and confinement
in the polar regions lead to
To examine further the historyof the air that ATMOS
downward
motion
of
the
tracer
contours.
This motion is
sampled, we calculated similar averages for the parcels from
most
pronounced
during
AT-3,
consistent
with
stronger dethe 32-day histories, but plotted the historical values
of trace
scent
and
greater
confinement
during
that
mission.
Note
that
gases (N20, CH4, and H20) from theEqL/B “climatologies”
during AT-2, a sharp bend in the N20 contours develops bedescribed in Section 3.4. Plate 12 shows the EqL/B initialtween 520 and 655 K near 40”sEqL, reminiscent of a simiization fields for N20 (Section 3.4) averaged over 8
days
lar bend seen in the AT-2 data (Plate 3).
centered 32 daysprior to the ATLAS missions, and theN20
The standarddeviation of the N 2 0 values comprising the
at the time of the ATLAS missions calculated from these
average in each PV/B grid box (Plate13)givesinformainitialization fields. Given the idealized natureof the initialtion on the homogeneity of the history of air sampled by
ization fields and possible biases between the ATMOS and
UARS data [e.g.,Roche etal., 19961, we do not expect quan- ATMOS. Enhanced mixing is apparent along the Antarctic
vortex edge during AT-3 above about 600 K, along the Arctitative agreement between the calculated fields shown here
and the ATMOS observations. Theoverall systematic differ- tic vortex edge during AT-2 below -840 K, and in most of
ences between the calculated fields in Plate 12 (right-hand
the NH region between 840 and 1100 K during AT-2. Beside) and the ATMOS N 2 0 shown in Plate 3 are, in fact,
cause the initial N20 fields had weak horizontal gradientsin
greatest during AT-3. This is not unexpected, since the fields the Arctic vortex during AT-2, the decrease in variance in the
vortex interior does not necessarily indicate the absence of
used to initialize that case were derived from CLAES data
mixing, but does suggest that mixing during this periodmay
from October 1992, whereas the CLAES dataused to derive
have been limited to air from near the vortex edge, rather
the initialization for AT-2 were from March 1993, the same
than having extravortex air transported deep into the vortex.
year as AT-2 (Section 3.4. Interannual variability, which is
Although the changes in ATMOS CH4-CH; (Plate 9) and
large in both NH and SH spring, thus also contributes to
NO,-NO; (Plate IO) reflect processes that occurred throughmaking these initialization fields suitable mainly for qualiout the winter, there is fair agreement between the areas of
tative comparisons. However, the changes between the inienhanced mixing seen in ATMOS tracer relationships and
tial and final fields are still instructive of the mechanisms
the diagnostics of recent mixing shown here from the transthat shaped the air masses sampledby ATMOS in the month
port calculations.
immediately prior to those observations. Results for initial-
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In the fall hemisnhere. a region of increased variance in
the high EqL upper stratosphere during each mission
reflects
the mixing of air that was drawn inaround the proto-vortex
and drawn off the proto-vortex edge. This region was more
limited during AT-3 than during the previous missions, indicating a strongertransport barrier and more limited mixing
during AT-3. Enhanced variance extending further out to
low EqL duringAT- 1 than during AT-2 is consistentwith the
weaker and more distorted proto-vortex during AT-1 (Section 2).
We now look in more detail at the recent history of the
air observed by ATMOS in the spring vortices and the fall
proto-vortices. We show the positions (in PV and A0) and
N 2 0 values (from the idealized UARS-based fields)of individual parcels that were in specified PV/0 bins at the time
of the ATMOS observations. We also show the averages for
groups of parcels initialized at the samelevel; the close correspondence between these averages (of 121 parcels each)
and the individual parcels indicates that these displays are
representative of the behavior of the ensemble of parcels.
Plate 14 shows such a plot at several levels for the AT-3
sunrise observation locations between-1.6 and -2.0 x
s-I SPY this range is inside the vortex, but still generally
in the region of strong PV gradients, as can be seen in the
sPV overlays onthe QL/B plots. Below 445 K (Plate 14a),
there was overall ascent, as mentioned above,with increasing descent with increasing altitude abovethat (Plates 14b,
c and d). At levels below 485 K, the sPV that the parcels
came from is limited to a small range closely centered on
the values atthe time of AT-3 (denoted by vertical bars),as in
Plate 14% indicating very limited mixing in this sPV range.
Between -500 and 800 K (including the ranges shown in
Plates 14b and c), there is increasingly more mixing, with
air having come from both well outside and well inside the
vortex (both much lower and much higherIsPVI). Although
the situation is somewhat similar at 800-875 K (Plate 14e),
the majority of the air came from higher IsPV/ values; at
these levels, the major changes during the period were due
to thestrong erosion of the vortex, as can beseen in Plate 12.
Plate 15 shows similar plots inthe lower stratosphere for
locations deep inside the vortex (IsPVI > 2.0 X lop4 s")
andalong the vortex edge (1.0 < IsPVl < 1.6 x
s-').
In the vortex interior (Plate 15a),
ascent extendsup to -500 K,
and limited mixing is indicated by the tight clusteringof the
parcels near the lsPVl region where AT-3 observed them.
The slightextension of these parcels' positions toward lower
IsPVl suggests some mixing with air from outside the vortex core, but there is no evidence of air from outside the
vortex (IsPV( < 1.0 x
s-l). Higherup in the vortex
interior (Plate 15b), most parcels came from much higher
/sPVI, reflecting substantial erosion of the vortex at these
,
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Plate 16. History of parcels at two levels for AT-2 sunrise
(NH) observations with sPV greater than 1.6 x IOw4 s-'.
Layout is as in Plate 14.

Plate 17. History of parcels at two levels for AT-2 sunrise(NH)observations
with sPV between 1.2 and 1.6
x lo-' s". Layout is as in Plate 14.

levels in the month preceding
AT-3. Along the vortex edge, a
considerable amountof extravortex air mixes into the
region
down to at least 380 K (the lowest level studied) (Plate 15c
shows 445-485 K), and there is continuing weak descent
atthese levels.Below-420
K, the 1.0 < lsPVl < 1.6
x
s"range extends
further
into
the vortex
interior,
since the strongest PV gradients at those
levels are at slightly
lower lsPVl values; the presence of extravortex air in this
IsPVJ range at the lowest levels studied thus indicates mixing well into the vortex interior. At higher levels (Plate 15d),
the air in the vortex edge region came from a wide rangeof
sPV, both deep inside andwell outside thevortex, with most
of the air coming from lowerlsPVl (outside the vortex); the
air coming from the vortex interior experienced strong descent.
Plate 16 shows the origins of parcels that were at the locations of AT-2 observations in the interior of the Arcticvortex (sPV > 1.6 x lop4 s") in the lower and middle stratosphere. In contrast to the SH, there was still weak descent
in the vortex interior during AT-2 below 500 K. There are
indications of more mixing at these levelsin the NH than in
the SH during AT-3, with much of the airat the lowest levels
shown here coming from deeperin the vortex, but some also
coming from well outside the vortex (Plate 16a). At higher
levels (Plate 16b), there isstrong mixingin this region, with
large portionsof the air coming from both deep
in the vortex
and from the vortex exterior.
Plate 17 shows similar plots forair along the vortex edge
and in the outer part of the vortex (1.2 < sPV <1.6). The
spread in the parcel positions indicates strong mixing at all
levels where the vortex can still be defined. There was considerably more mixing of both extravortex and inner-vortex
air at the lowest levels (below
500 K) in the NH during AT-2

than in the SH duringAT-3.
Finally, we compare the parcel history in the fall protovortex edge region ( 1 .O < I sPVl < I .2 x IOp4 s" ) for the
three ATLAS missions (Plate 18). At all the levels shown,
most of the parcels (during all three missions) came from
lower lsPVl since PV values within the developing vortex are
increasing. Since AT-2 had less coverage of the proto-vortex
than did AT-1 and AT-3 (e.g., Section 2). some differences
between AT-2 and the other missions are expected;however,
these differences, while resulting from sampling rather than
physical effects, should be reflected in the ATMOS observations. In the middle to lower stratosphere (Plates 18a, b
and c show 675-740 K), the histories were similar for all
three missions, with nearly equal average descent, strongest
descent in parcels from higher IsPVI, and similar ranges of
N20. Between 870 and 950 K (Plates 18d, e and f), a difference in the descent rates between the three missions is
apparent, with slightly greater average descent during AT-3
than during AT-2, and greater descent during AT-2 than during AT- 1. The differencein descent between AT-3 and AT- 1
was even more pronounced in the upper stratosphere (e.g.,
Plate 18g, h and i), although there is still only a slight differencebetween AT-3 and AT-2. Above -870 K during
AT- 1 (Plates 18f and i),therewereparcels
in theprotovortex edge regionthat had come fromthe tropics (near zero
sPV) and that had experienced net ascent along their paths
in the month preceding AT- 1. Although AT-3 also observed
parcels that originated in the tropics (Plates 18d and g),they
had all experienced net descent over the previous month.
AT-2 did not sample any tropical air in the proto-vortex region. This is related to the more symmetric and quiescent
proto-vortex during AT-2 than during AT-3 and AT-1 (Section 2), which not only contributed to poorer sampling of
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in the middle stratosphere.
Evidence of mixing in the spring lower stratosphericvortices is shown in variations of CHd-CH; and NO,-NO;,
where CH; and NO; arecalculated from fall midlatitude
orproto-vortexcorrelationswith
N 2 0 [Michelsen et al.,
1998al. The results show strong mixing in the SH during
AT-3 above about 500 K, with the strongest mixing being
confined to the vortex edge region between 500 and 700 K.
5. Summary and Conclusions
Strong mixing is indicated throughout the AT-2 Arctic vorTrace gas fields measured by ATMOS during the three
tex below about 850 K. NO,-NO; indicates strong mixing
ATLAS missions have been mapped into equivalent latitude/@
between -850 and 1100 K during AT-2 at all EqLs covspace to examine how the tracer morphologyis related to the
ered. Parcel history calculations for the month prior to the
evolution of the polar vortex. The highly distorted spring
ATLAS missions show similar patterns of mixing. The travortices result in coverage of subtropical to polar equivajectory calculationsalso indicate more widespread mixingin
lent latitudes (EqLs). Although the fall proto-vortices are
the SH middle stratosphere above -900K during AT-3. Deless asymmetric, there is enough distortion and variability
to
tailed examination of parcel histories shows that air inside
extend the coverage -10" poleward in EqL from the highthe vortex above about 500 K originated both deeper inside
est geographical latitude observed. These fields, and similar the vortex and well outside the vortex. Below that level, the
mappings of derived fields (e.g., NO,, H20+2CH4, etc.), alcalculations indicated little mixing
of vortex interiorwith exlow us to examinethe effectsof transport, mixing, and chem- travortex air during AT-3, although air near the vortex edge
ical processes in and around the polar vortex in more detail
(inside) did mix with extravortex air down to 380 K. In the
than previous studies. The ATMOS EqL/B fields are comArctic during AT-2, the trajectory calculations confirmed enpared with the results of back-trajectory calculations simuhanced mixing along the vortex
edge up to -840 K, and atall
lating the history of the air measured by ATMOS.
EqL sampled by ATMOS above that. Detailed parcel histothe above
The EqL/@fields of long-lived tracers in the spring hemi- ries showed extravortex air mixing well intovortex
-450 K, and into thevortex edge region down to 380 K.
sphere during AT-3 (3-12 Nov 1994) and AT-2 (8-16 Apr
1993) show the effects
of descent that hastaken place throughStrong denitrification in the SH vortex during AT-3 is evout the winter in the confined region of the polar vortex, as
ident in the EqL/BHN03 field, which suggested that denitrinoted in previous studies [Abrunu et al., 1996a, c]. The net
fication extended up to at least -600 K. The morphology of
effect of strong descent in the upper stratosphere and deHNO3 in the Arctic lower stratospheric vortex during AT-2
creasing descent with decreasing altitude is apparent in the
is consistent with the effects of descent. If denitrification
packing of the tracer contours in the lower stratosphere. In
greater than -1 ppbv had occurred, its effects shouldbe visaddition, the EqL/B mapped fields
reveal evidence of greater
ible in this plot; thus the EqL/B mapped HN03 field during
descent at the edge of the lower stratospheric vortex than in
AT-2 suggests that there was not significant denitrification
the vortex center in both hemispheres, with tracer contours
during the 1992-93 Arctic winter, consistent with previous
showing a downward excursion along the vortex edge. The
studies [e.g., Michelsen et al., 1998b; Santee et al., 1999,
results of trajectory calculations for the month prior to
AT-3
and references therein]. Since the NO,/N20 correlation
is
and AT-2 are consistent with these patterns, showing contin- strongly affected by mixing over an even larger region than
uing descentin the middle and upper stratosphere, and along the CH4/N2O correlation,littleadditionalinformation
rethe vortex edge in the lower stratosphere, with weak ascent
garding denitrification is obtained by examining NO,-NO;.
in the SHlower stratosphere vortex interior duringAT-3.
Large decreases in NO,-NO; in the interior of the Antarctic vortex below about -600 K during AT-3 are likely due
In the SH middle and upper stratosphere during
AT-3, the
mainly to denitrification, although the decreases along the
region of low (descended) tracer values is confined more to
vortex edge at these levels may also result from mixing; bea smaller region near the pole as altitude increases, indicatlow -500 K the decrease can be attributed to denitrification,
ing the effects of mixing and decay of the vortex.In the
since noneof the other diagnostics indicates substantial mixNH middle stratosphere during AT-2 the vortex was in the
ing into the vortex interior at those levels. During AT-2, in
process of breaking down in a dramatic and untidy fashion,
contrast, since there was other evidence of mixing throughwith a substantial portion of the vortex material pulled out
out the Arcticlowerstratosphericvortex,thedecrease
in
into midlatitudes and mixed around and in the anticyclone.
This process resulted in
a spreading of low tracer values over NO, -NO; offers no unequivocal evidence of denitrification.
a broad EqL range and weakening
of vertical tracer gradients
EqL/B mapped H 2 0 fields show strong dehydrationin the
the proto-vortex, but also meant that less air was drawn into
high latitudes from the tropics. Lowest average upper stratospheric N20 values during AT-2 (Plate 18h) and highest during AT-1 (Plate 18i) are consistent withthe relative N20 values observedby ATMOS in the high-EqL upper stratosphere
(Plate 3).
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Antarctic vortex during AT-3. Examination of H20+2CH4
Ongoing studies using the EqL/B-mapped ATMOS data for
(which is unchanged by mixing and descent throughout the
these purposes will provide additional insight into the proextratropical middle and lower stratosphere) indicates that
cesses shaping trace gas fields in the spring and fall stratoAntarctic dehydration extended up to -600 K during AT-3
sphere.
and suggests the possibility
of a small amountof dehydration
in the Arctic vortex during AT-2 below -500 K.
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